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Headquartered Headquartered in Lisbon, CARD4B is a 
leading mobility solution provider in Portugal and Europe, 
offering contactless ticketing system based on multi-
technology customer-media, including Mifare, NFC, bank 
cards, and Calypso standard, which widely adopted by 
European transport operators. Classical ticketing projects 
are using rugged and heavy devices. 
CARD4B is now seeking more original technology to 

address new markets, which needs compatibility with multi-

technology customer-media and also more flexibility and 

better advantages on price. 

CARD4B chose FAMOCO’s Fx 100 to explore its new 

market. As the first secure and connected Android based 

NFC terminal, Fx 100 meets all security and functional 

requirements of the project without compromising its 

accessibility.  

For the first phase, Fx 100 will be used as inspection 

terminals, based on the CARD4B’s mPOS and CARTES 

2013 SESAME’s awarded Ticketing Kernel software 

frameworks.  Ticketing Kernel is also part of the Ticketgo 

initiatives, and has been tested and opened on the 

EUROPTIMA project, and contributed to the resulting 

Tickego open sFor the second phase, CARD4B is looking 

for full integration of the mPOS and Ticketing Kernel 

functionalities with Fx 100 for top-up, subscription and 

validation services. The Fx 100 has a SAM slot and is 

equipped with flexible connectivity (wifi, 3G, GPRS), which 

makes it at the same time a reliable and cost-effective 

mPOS terminal. FAMOCO looks forward to an exciting 

journey with CARD4B, helping its expansion in new 

markets. 

Fx 100 supports full contactless usage, which is currently 

dominated by rugged devices, and has an appealing price. 

The huge potential of Fx 100 in market will help companies 

explore innovative usage of contactless solutions. 
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About CARD4B 

CARD4B has over 20 years of 
experience in developing and 
operating Integrated Mobility 
solutions through modular 
software components for 
interoperable contactless ticketing, 
fare collection ATFC, and 
passenger interaction. It uses from 
classical embedded system to 
mobile systems, always following a 
path of hardware independency, 
modularity and interoperability. 
Please visit http://www.card4b.pt/ 
for more information. 
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About FAMOCO 

Founded in 2010 with 
offices in Paris, Hong Kong 
and Brussels, FAMOCO set 
out to market B2B vertical 
application solutions based 
on mobile devices. We have 
developed the first 
connected and secure 
Android based NFC 
terminal, the Fx 100. It gives 
solution-seekers the 
opportunity to deploy their 
full service with a dedicated 
device, an absolute intuitive 
user interface, and less 
monitoring and maintaining 
efforts at a more 
competitive price.  
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For more information, 
please visit 
www.famoco.com.  
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CARD4B inspection software on Fx 100 

FAMOCO Fx 100 is a handheld Android based device with full 

support of contactless usage. This pocket-sized device is equipped 

a SAM slot and an embedded secure element, which provides 

maximum security. It can be connected with Internet through wifi, 

3G, or GSM. The device also supports bluetooth connection to 

external devices, such as portable printers.  

For ticket inspection usage, simply tap the contactless card on the 

device to verify validity. 
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